What Is GoodSearch?
GoodSearch is an internet search engine, powered by Yahoo!, which donates a percentage of its revenue to the charities designated by its users.

How Does it Work?
The Sorority earns $0.01 for each search designated to Tau Beta Sigma.

All funds received from GoodSearch will be placed in our Trust Fund and redistributed to support our valuable Sorority programs.

Here’s how to GoodSearch for ΤΒΣ and earn!
Go to www.goodsearch.com and designate Tau Beta Sigma to receive contributions.

Why GoodSearch?
- GoodSearch provides you a way to support ΤΒΣ at no cost
- Click on the “Amount Raised” button to see the number of searches & money raised in real-time!
- GoodSearch.com is powered by Yahoo!
- Last year, search engines generated almost $6 billion through searches.

Start Searching Today!